Abstract-This Paper intends to describe the development of a product design project with the aim to promote social integration and increase the self-esteem of a population living in a homeless situation.
INTRODUCTION
Throughout the world people can witness one of the greatest problem that the humanity always faced -the homeless.
Everyday we see people living in the street, sleeping under blankets and cardboards or begging. These people are frequently ignored by the society and consequently the homeless become a part of the street.
The homeless people are persons that once had a job, a family and a house and due to a misfortune in their lives they end up in the streets. What we forget is that they are still persons, they are still able to work and they deserve a chance to have a life. With this paper we intend to demonstrate all phases undertaken for the realization of this project with the hope to inspire future projects.
II. DESIGN FOR SOCIAL CHANGE
The world where we live in is a world where people give more attention for the last technology or the new fashion trend launched on the market instead of worrying about the emergency that our world faces. Our world is a place where, an infinite number of products are discarded into landfills, where the majority of the global population is living in extreme poor conditions and where people die everyday from hunger.
Unfortunately design is one of the major causes of this reality, over the years, design has been used as a way of manipulating people for buying new products on the market. Identify between the existing organizations for homeless who would have a more need for a design contribution.
Contact with the movement "Uma vida como a Arte" and identify their needs.
Creation of the product and successive tests. This project found its way when we met "Uma Vida como a Arte". This movement is formed by a group of people, from
Oporto that once lived on the streets, and are now living in a homeless condition. This group tries everyday to fight against the stigma from society who sees homeless people as beggars.
The goal of this movement is to show the population that the homeless people can have value and are willing to work. To achieve this goal, they established meetings every-week in which they discuss the development of the work they have been doing to fight this stigma.
V. DESIGNING THE PRODUCT
This project begins with the will to design a product that could give a new meaning to the lives of the homeless.
Through the meetings with "Uma Vida como a Arte" we identified their necessities and capacity of work.
As the name of the movement says "A life as the art" they are artists and express their feelings trough the art. They create products with the aim to show their vision of the city they live in, Oporto. Books of poems and photographs are some of the products developed by them.
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Since they had already some products but didn't had a way to show them, we decided to do an exhibitor where they could place their products and sell them. This exhibitor could be portable or be in a fix position.
The idea to make a portable product appears because of the homeless people lifestyle. Since they normally don't stay long in the same place and they are the ones who best know the city where they live, we establish that the product should be portable. So, this product could be used while they are moving, letting them walk and show the products at the same time. We also decided to make the product with the possibility to have a fixed position, with an additional support to fix to the ground, so they could stay in the same place in a long period of time.
The product is made with recycled materials because there was no financing to the development of it. The materials chosen were Pet Bottles and Tetrapack ® . These materials were chosen to provide impermeability and resistance.
VI. CREATING A BUSINESS
After the conclusion of the product, was needed organize the project in a business model. With the construction of it, was possible to give sense to the project for the sell of the products.
To fill the requirements needed to support the project, professor Luis Cardia guided us to complete the ideal business model.
a) Customer Segments
The most important sector when starting a business are our buyers. The person who buys the product is the one that allow us to continuing producing. So, we started to identify who were our main customers that could buy our products.
Thus, we identified as our main customers the tourists, for two major reasons. First, because in the past several years the number of tourists in Oporto city has been increasing. Every year Oporto has the privilege to receive more tourists. Second because the products presented by the homeless are a representation of the city of Oporto. These products represent one vision of the city by the eyes of the homeless.
b) Key Partners
With the customers identification we needed to realize what was the best way to get to them.
In order to make our product known in our public we needed partners in the tourism sector of Oporto. We needed the support from the most important tourist sectors from the city, to make the divulgation of the products -informing their customers about our products and sales location. Thereby, we needed to address the touristic information offices, touristic transports and other touristic spaces from the city.
One major key partner was established to guarantee our business but we also needed partners to support our management costs.
We needed support to financing the workspace, for the materials and for buying the tools needed to work. The Matosinhos workers can thus use their skills and make the products while the persons in a homeless situation can sell them on the streets. This way the homeless aren't obligated to have a fixed commitment, allowing them to sell the product when they are ready and predisposed to it.
To make our project possible, Adeima provides us the space where the unemployed can work and they also give us total freedom to buy the tools needed for the products con structi on.
At last but not least important, we needed partners who provide us the necessary materials for the realization of the products.
Although the products are made entirely of discarded materials, making them free materials, it was necessary to obtain partners to provide us of it.
We find these partners with Lipor and restaurants from 
c) Channels
Like it was mentioned before, the main purpose is to sell the products in the streets by the homeless people. These products can be sold everyday in the main streets or in street markets that frequently occur in Oporto.
The product created for selling the products can also serve as a showcase to easily identify the products from its source. This set can be placed in different stores like tourist information posts and art and design museums shops.
d) New Products
Planning the business model allow us to make a sustained business and realize all the steps necessary for the creation, production and sale of products.
Thanks to the different partners reached, the project became bigger and with a bigger project we needed to create more products. We felt the need to create a wider range of products, so the customers could have more choosing options and also so it can meet the needs of all people involved in the project.
Therefore, we decided to invite recognized designers and architects to design products with recycled materials.
These products will allow us to give greater visibility to the project and at the same time give it more value.
It is also taking place in the first year design class from industrial and product design master the developing of eco-designed products. These products are being made within the context of this project and will be part of the range of products that will be on sale.
Thus, there will be two different categories of products. A category with higher priced products, with design signature, made by architects and designers recognized.
Another category will have products with a lower pnce, consisting of products created by young designers.
VII. PROJECT CONTRIBUTIONS
The main contributions to this project given to the society include:
Creating Creating social and environmental concerns for people in general.
VIII. CONCLUSTONS AND FUTURE WORK
This project was created with the main intention to help the homeless to have a better life.
Throughout the project new requirements have emerged and from the aim to help people living in homeless conditions the project evolved to environmental concerns.
Thus, we aimed to create a sustainable business, creating a new occupation for unemployed persons, increase in self esteem of homeless people and at the same time having in mind the environment.
With the creation of this project we hope to create a new income to the poor people living in Portugal. We intend to create a social and environmental conscious in young designers and with the hope they have this concerns in mind for future projects.
The next step will be to put this business model into practice. First, we will start producing the product that will allow the selling. After the product creation from young designers and recognized designers and architects, we will produce them and sell them.
When people living in the homeless conditions start to sell the products, we would like to add a psychologist into our project. The purpose of the psychologist is to analyze the group of people living in homeless conditions and determinate their social and psychological evolution over time.
